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WINTER PARK, FLORIDA, THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 4, 1948

'Student Council Discusses!^<>W^«5 Sixty-Fourth Anniversary Nov. 4 Dean Cleveland Explains
:jMany Problems at Meeting
NewPan-HeilRushingRules
The Tar Boosters, Inc., asked for
tudent cooperation to make football a paying activity at Roll:
President Bill Arnold ^ d Director
Bob Clark, pleaded for more spirit
a t Rollins and more active coop
eration with the team. They stated
that more emphasis on the football
team would make Rollins a top'"^notch school and the pride of Cen" ' W l Florida.
I "* In order to make the Delaware
"^game more successful as far as
spirit is concerned, the Council
•""Hoted to have all the students sit
P'fcn masse at a designated part of
^^Section C. Students will be sep'^^arated from faculty, staff, and
housemothers.
Two
gigantic,
^ ^cheering parades are to pass thru
"''Orlando and vicinity, both starting
Plilat the Student Center. One emf'i^barks on Friday at 4 p.m., the
Mother on Saturday at 12 noon. The
parades will include floats from
every Rollins Social Group and additional displays from the townspeople. Rollins students are askJ tied to decorate their cars with
eniistreamers and join in with the big
tuiparade. Prizes will be offered for
tithe best floats. Fifty dollars wiU
8(Hlgo to the group with the best exterhibit and a $25 radio will go to
the second most ingenious and
Tn-original display. The awards will
btemphasize brain over purse, for
lor.a maximum of $10 may be spent
t(for any one float. Each group will
appoint one person to work on a
special parade committee.
., In connection with the celebration, Dean Enyart requested that
the student body be on gentlemanly behavior.

JOHNSON TAI
TALKS ON G I A
AT LOOAL BASE

PHI BETA GIVES
PROGRAM EOR
GOMING YEAR

Johnson Tai, Rollins senior,
red the congregation at the
lando Army Air Base in a speech
that will be difficult to forget
for its wit and charm. Although
the speech was delivered in connec
tion with United Nations Week, it
introduced philosophical principb
of the relationship of nation to
nation that can apply for all times
Mr. Tai related how the Americans in China built up a perpetual
memorial for themselves in the
NAMIL.TON
Chinese people; how shoulder to
f/OLT
shoulder with the people of China
they helped build schools, churches,
hospitals, bridges, dikes, irToday marks the sixty-fourth anniversary of Rollins College. We welcome it without formal celerigation projects, and numerous bration, without fanfare. The celebration rests in the hearts of all those students who have lived here
other structures that helped great- and known its "family" attitude.
There have been difficult moments in those sixty-four years, but those are behind us and the collegi
ly to alleviate the sufferings of the has emerged the stronger for them. The first sixty-four are the hardest. Rollins will roll on forever.
Chinese people. Many missionaries
worked in parts of China where
even the Chinese themselves were
afraid to go. Many gave their lives
for their work.

A two-piano concerto concert
and a play in the Fred Stone Theater will be the main activities of
Phi Beta National Music and
Speech Fraternity during the winter term here at Rollins, according to Martha Barksdale, president
of the honorary organization. Other activities will include a tea for
patrons and pledging and initia-

International Relation
Club Holds Meeting

He related how only the AmeriThe International Relations Club
cans came purely as teachers while held its first meeting of the year
most of the other nationalities at the Alumni House Thursday,
came mostly as exploiters in the October 28. A large turnout by
aftermath of wars. The initials of the student body attended and
American Volunteer Group, were treated to an unusual proA.V.A., during this past war were gram. Fred Hartley, president, inThe subject of ratting was referred to affectionately as Al- troduced Major Bolton Pierce who
for brought up. G. W. Mooney asked ways Very Good, while those of the talked briefly on the necessity of
iDt to have ratting incorporated for- R.A.F. were held to mean, Run knowing what warfare actually
oiiever in the regulations of RoUins Away Fast.
means to those who fight it and
College. In order to by-pass the
Johnson Tai staled that the those who must suffer for it. Also,
; faculty, which has made its stand deeds of the Americans in China he spoke of the differences that
on ratting clear, he suggested that helped turn one of the darkest per- have already separated the methit be reinstated by a vote of the
of Chinese History into one ods of the last war and possible
Administration alone.
of the most glorious ones. In thi; methods that might be utilized in
George Franklin, chairman of land where history is reversed fighting the next war. Then two
the Rat Committee, asked for an
s and grandsons of the pre- films were shown; "Air BUtz", a
extension of Ratting until Wed- sent Chinese generation will con. captured German
Documentary
nesday, November S. His sug- tinue to be grateful to the peoplt film which portrayed the speed and
gestion of a Rat Court to be held of America.
efficiency of the German Army in
in Rec. Hall Tuesday night
Johnson stated that because of combat, and "Atomic Missies", a
modified by Claudia Hutchin
censorship, he could never learn record of the work being done at
She suggested that a big fr
the true situation of the Chinese Los Alamos, New Mexico. The
ly party be given for the fresl
Communists in China. He did men- second film vividly expressed the
class instead of a r a t court. The tion the situation in lands under possibilities which Atomic Missies
party suggestion was accepted by control of the Nationalists Govern- could possess in the event of an: t h e Council and plans were made ment held over one-half of Man- other war. The meeting concluded
for cheering, singing, and dancing churia and most of the big cities
(Continued on page 2)
activities by the Freshman Class of the North. The exchange rate
as a whole.
was only $30,000 Chinese to one
Dean Clevelantl and Dean En- American dollar. Now the governyart impressed the Council with ment has lost most of Manchuria
their stirring appeals for sanity in and most of the big Northern
ratting. Although they believed cities. The black market quotation
that ratting was for the good of is fifteen Chinese gold dollars to
the individual, they stated that if one,
Marge Watson
or $4,500,000 of the old curRollins i.^ to remain a democratic rency for one American dollar.
family, the right of the individual
Mr. Tai regretted that Mr. MarScurrying Rats hurried to and
to abstain must be guaranteed. shall's efforts for peace failed. fro with their hats cocked to that
A Student-Faculty Disciplinary Tai claimed that it is the world's freshman angle hoping to avoid the
Committee was named. It includes shame that men still turn to war ever aware upperclassmen last
Art Swacker. Dick Every, Grace and strife to solve their problems. week. But to no avail. UnsusHe stated, "It is regrettable that pected "elders" lurked in every
Fulton and Janet Hetzel.
A dance, to be given in connec- we have stUl not reached the point corner. "The rules are a variety
tion with the homecoming game, where we can get along peacefully of army regulations," one frosh
is now definitely scheduled to be with people who have different complained. "Impossible—I mean
held on Saturday, November 27, ideas and backgrounds than our- ye gods!! But ratting continued
and charges were- brought against
1948 at the Dubsdread Country selves."
the offenders.
Our prominent
Club.
In ending, Mr. Tai expressed the
The Council also decided to have great fear generated in the hearts judge, G. W. Mooney, presided at
Rat court in a manner befitting
each male social organization sub(Continued on Page 4)
mit a nomination for Homecoming
Queen. The nominations must be
in to Art Swacker before Monday,
OUTDOOR MEN
November 15. After a campaign
by the candidates, it is to be submitted to a vote by all male students on Wednesday, November 24.
and on November 26, the Queen
is to be crowned.

"STAGE OOOfi" Chapel Sta Ff Holds
TO BE GIVEN Hallowe en How
', 3fl-DEC, 4

Broadway Actress to Star
In Annie Russell
Opening Play
The first play of thi
the Annie Russell Theatre is to
be "Stage Door". Final tryouts
for this production were held last
October 26.
"Stage Door" is to be directed
by Mr. Howard Bailey, who professed to be well pleased by the
large turnout of students of real
ability.
The play will star broadway
actress Susan Douglas, who has
appeared in summer stock under
Mr. Bailey's direction in "He who
Gets Slapped". Miss Douglas has
also appeared on broadway with
Leo Carroll in "Druid Circle"
(Continued on page 2)

By Thomas Nix
The time was Hallowe'en; th.
scene, the Center, where divers
ghouls, ghosts, and goblins cavorted in wild abandon' to the unholy
strains of the juke box. The o<
sion was the Chapel Staff Hall
e'en Howl, which will be succeeded
every other Sunday by other and
saner revels. Everyone wore
clothes and matching lack of
hibition. When tired of dancing,
the crowd was entertained with a
unique and motley floor-show..
This included apple - bobbing.
Knight and VanZile in hillbilly
songs. Chap McDonnell in impersonations, terpsichorean Les Boyd
augmented by Fred Rogers singing
"Flamey Mamie" and accompanied
by J u g Stang on that real cool and
level trumpet, Fred Taylor in a
suspiciously realistic—uh—intoxication routine, Barbara Dilley and
Phyllis Brettelf bespeaking the
plight of the poor Rat with "The
Sympathy Song", accompanied by
(Continued on page 4)

Rat Court Highlights Frosh W e e k

German Club Meets
German Club members were entertained last Friday afternoon by
an interesting and educational program chairmaned by Bernard
Friedland. Jeanine Romer, first
on the agenda, performed excellently on the piano for the group.
Following a lecture on Switzerland
by Pi-ofessor Fisher, two Swiss
films dealing with climate and customs were shown. Ed Granbury,
president, presided throughout the
meting and refreshments were
served at the close of the program.

The concert and play are given
annually by the fraternity for a
scholarship fund. Each year a
scholarship is given to a music or
speech student most deserving of
the honor, the decision depending
largely upon faculty recommendation. Last year the award was
presented to Josette Stanciu, outstanding Rollins actress.
A tea will be given by the members for friends and patrons of
Phi Beta sometime in December,
the exact date not yet announced.
This annual affair will feature a
musical and a talk by the president
of the group to acquaint the patrons with the immediate activities
of the fraternity.
Pledging of new Phi Betas will
take place early in January with
initiation following in April. Membership in Phi Beta requires high
scholarship, talent, and interest
the fields of music and speech.
Two Phi Beta plaques will
presented to outstanding gradu;
ing seniors, one in the field of
music and one in theatre arts. Thi;
presentation will be announced oi
Class Day.
Throughout the year Phi Betj
is planning to present its mem
bers in recitals at various local
hotels in addition to a yearly project, such as scholarship, to be announced later.
Officers of Phi Beta this year
are Martha Barksdale, president;
Jean Cartwright, treasurer; and
Olga Llano, recording secretary,

his high position. His honor announced sentences with a clear
Southern tone at all times, using
the gavel occasionally to accent
his plea for "order in the court".
The jury looked pretty tough to
crack and proved the same. Four
girls can vouch for this. Perhaps
you saw them looking lovelier than
ever in their shower caps and
scrubbed floor faces. In case you
didn't recognize them they were:
Hetty Goldrick, Jean Wiselogel,
Diane Vigeant, and Merle Hodges.
Others proved adept at singing
until they were forced to smile—
they soon discovered that that did
not help the situation. They had
literally to wipe their smiles off
with the floor as a towel. Another
group of malemiscreants gave a
rendition of a choo choo boogey
with hilarious results. They exhibited great talent at knee flexing
until their coordination gave out.
The incident of the evening was
the kisses bestowed on H. B. Baxter in 3 techniques. We thought
for a moment we had lost a courtroom counsellor, but he rallied.
John Gray's countenance as the
other counsellor was enough to
scare the heartiest offender! Also
highlighting the program was the
onion eating contest. After a tearful interlude of consuming the Bermudas, the girls were obliged to
ask Happy Clark and Bud Johnson for dates. Kay Arbaugh and
Barbara Fiedelson have decided to
ban onions from their diet forever. Weyman Bennett made an

his
o-ed
attractive
frock. In the way of dress, one
might have imagined himself on
a Southern plantation in observing
Cynthia Crawford and Doris Clark
in their formal attire. Rousing
cheers were heard from Beans to
the Center rendered by Grace
Johnson, Jane Allen Sharp and
Nancy Crane every 3 minutes.
Although ratting has its pros
and cons, the majority of opinion
rated it as loads of fun and those
who participated, enjoyed themselves to the fullest.

Rollins Graduate
Gains Appointment
One of our Rollii
has been appointed Director of
Management Research by McKinsey and Company, management
consultants. He is PhiUp R. Kelley, formerly assistant to the,publishers of the Architectural FoMr. Kelley has also been
associated with Earl Newsom &
Company, public relations consultants, and Deskey Associates,
ustrial designers. After graduating from Rollins, Mr. KeUey attended the Harvard
Graduate
School of Busin/2ss Administration. He is the author of several
books and is a contributor to national magazines. Mr. Kelley is
member of Lambda Chi Alpha
fraternity, and Omicron Delta
Kappa, national honorary fraterlity.

GOT A MATCH?

Sandspur Susie: We girls in Cloverleaf and all the other new girls
want to know what's happened
to the Sorority Rushing. They sent
me to ask you because I'm hoping
some day to be Editor in Chief of
the Sandspur.
Dean Cleveland: AU right, fire
away; what do you want to know ?
S. S. Well, a few of us freshmen
were having a terrific time for
the first few weeks. Going out
nearly every afternoon and eveni n g ' w i t h sorority girls—bowling,
playing golf, skating, dinner and
all sorts of things. And now, nothing.
D. C. Wasn't that pretty expensive
for you?
S. S. Yes . . . but I wrote home and
told my parents that if I wanted
to "make" a sorority I had to
accept all the invitations, so they
talked it over and Mother decided
she could get along without a new
winter coat this year.
D. C. I'd like to ask you another
question. How did this affect your
work?
S. S. Work? What do you mean?
D. C. I mean academic work, homework, lab, practice, outside reading.
S. S. Oh! . . . WeU, most of us figured we could make that up some
time later.
D. C. You see, the upperclasmen
also found they were spending
more money than they should,
and began to realize that midterm
grades were due in a few days.
You freshmen may be interested
to know that after midterm, each
sorority asks the office for the
grades of all girls in whom her
sorority is interested.
Two weeks ago the Panhellenic
Council, which is comlposed of
representatives from each of the
seven sororities at Rollins, decided to change the rules for the rest
of the time before formal rushing, (which begins Nov. 18, and
lasts three days). These weeks
between the opening of college and
formal rushing had been designed
to give old girls and new girls time
and opportunity to get acquainted
under normal conditions. The conditions had somehow changed to
get atmosphere of rushing and the
Council felt it wise to call a halt
and institute what they called a
"hands-off policy."
S. S. We thought that was just
for one week.
D. C. Originally it was planned for
a week. After a great deal of discussion the Council decided to
continue this policy until Nov. 18.
S. S. Just what are the rules?
D. C. It means that sorority girls
and new girls may see each other
on campus, on what I might call
neutral ground. Sorority girls may
not visit girls in Cloverleaf, nor
may freshmen go to sorority houses. The same holds true of telephoning or writing to each other.
S. S. Does this apply to transfers?
D. C. As transfers live in upperdorms housing sororities, it was
led that transfers could continue to eat at Beanery with their
housemates, and could visit other
new girls, transfers or freshmen.
S. S. What is considered "neutral
ground"? Does that include the
Center and playing Basket Ball
and playing tennis?
I It does include the Center;
3es not include basket ball—each social group as well as the
girls group has its own intramural team. As for tennis, new
girls and old girls may play tenif the coaches schedule them
to do so.
S. S. May new girls ride to Dubsdread with sorority girls, or play
golf with them?
D. S. No, that has been ruled out.
This may make a transportation
problem for a few, but after pledging there will be no such problems
and pledging is only a little more
than two weeks off.
S. S. What happens if girls break
the:
rule;
D. C. There are severe penalties,
imposed by both local and National Panhell: If a sorority girl
breaks a rushing rule it is her
sorority which is penalized: by
(Continued on page 4)
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MOVIE BREAKER

Thundering Heard

offenders with his luger. Coi
By Jack Mehlek
were becoming quite plentiful until
"The Street With No Name"
J. Edgar Hoover assigned his ace
Colony, Thurs., Fri., Sat.
F.B.I. _man, Mark Stevens, the
If the above title for this pic- task of subduing the mobsters.
ture seems enigmatic or mislead- Stevens proves to be quite a clever
ing, allow me to explain: "The operator, and when he and WidKdltorlal Board
Street With No Name" is an ave- mark start chasing each other
News Ed iti
nue along which crime catapults things become very exciting. The
Sports Edil
freely. I confess that when first absence of music in dramatic
encountering this unusual title, I scenes gives the show a tone of
expected a den of inebriates, a lost reality and suspense. "The Street
nd i.,<-id Edil
Dear Impatient, Dsigruntled, and
weekend, or something to that ef- With No Name" is a true case,
Generally Disgusted Readers,
fect. Although this picture only taken from the F.B. I. files; this
No one feels for you any deeper
briefly portrays adolescent alco- fact probably adds to the effective.
than I do. I suppose that by this
holism, it does center around a lot ness of it all.
time you think that the editorial
of squirts recently out of rompers,
Photo^raithers
staff of the Sandspur gets great
who, in their sometimes gory way, "The Luck of the Irish."
Stanley Rudd, Dave Manle
Graham, Elsi
Walter Sea
joy out of fouling up, and are too
have taken up the business of
Colony, Sun., Mon.
Proofreaders
thick skinned to get stung by
crime. (A few of these characters,
comments aimed in our direction.
I think, could have been repriLnn Lewis Turley, Juana I
Tyrone Power, an American forWell, we aren't and right now are
manded by a few hair-brush eign correspondent on duty in IreRewrite
seeking a deep dark hole to crawl
Joan Strahali
Olson. Josh Poole
spankings on their respective be- land, meet» a lovely colleen, Anne
•e, Eleanor Smith, I
into.
hinds.) Leading the gang is Rich- Baxter. Just when events become
ard Widmark, a very convincing interesting, Ty is recalled to his
All right, you want to know why
Political Analysts
crook. You might remember him New York office.
your paper hasn't been coming
Unknown
-Rankin, Skook Bailey
from "Kiss of Death." He was him, Cecil Kellaway, a king-sized
out on time. Here 'tis.
the flend with the moronic gleam leprechaun, trails him back to his
On Monday morning, half of To the faculty of Rollins College:
Gerry Walker,
These are very trying times. We
in his eye who laughingly pushed metropolitan apartment and proour copy is picked up by the print, .
Price, Glor
an old lady down three flights of ceeds to disrupt his otherwise norer. Looks fine on paper, doesn't must admit that. Inflation, elecFred Roger
Meg Smith, Belford Richards, Marty Rowsey, Marjorit
tions, adverse working conditions
stairs. Although Mr. Widmark mal life.
it?
Ha!
This
week
and
last
hit
Hagan,
Carol
Grasky,
Nancy
Morrison.
Merle Hodge:
has outgrown his giggling in this
an all time record for late copy. and the blind mosquito are making
good
comedy - romance,
life unbearable. On top of that,
Reporters
Bill Goldrick, Robin Merrill, Pat Roberst, Sheila Kelly, Ralph Seidel, And who writes that copy? W6 having to sit in front of an over"Shocking to say the least" de- one, he still looks passionately abounding in shamrocks and bla
Cnthia Carll, Nancy (
IHeriel
hate to pass the buck, long sufscribed thoroughly the unique pleased when he can perforate his ney.
Hodges, Bettie Merrell, .
__ Riddle
size
class
of
sleepy
looking
people
fering readers, but YOU do. Every
Allen Sharpe, Marge Watson, Bob El:
maroon velvet formal worn by
Betty Lou Browning, _ .. _
inch of space in the Sandspur is isn't exactly fun. But we stick to none other than Fred Rogers at
Peggy Lawwill, Ed Granbe
assigned, with the exception of it because we like it. Holding a the festive Halloween Party SunMilton Schwartz, Bud John;
class
together,
keeping
it
interestthe Thundering Heard and a spot
day night. Of course we mustn't
on page two devoted to aspiring ing, and teaching those who will forget to mention the girlish flowRhoda Knight, Richard Elliott, Jo
, Lilly, Carol Reed, Sylv
feature writers. Now, we make J)e taught, is a "tough assignered straw bonnet trimmed with
Jack Reardon, Marshall Stdne
out our assignments, have them ment".
The intelligence of the Rollins "buttons and bows", which comMember
delivered to staff people, and try
pleted the ensemble. It just goes to
Dear Deborah:
Deborah
to attend to a few of the more in- faculty cannot be measured or
Rssocicited Golleeide Press
prove that nowadays, girls, we
Can you tell me when they are
tricate phases of turning out your,
(Continued on page 4)
never know who will be wearing
Deborah;
Distributor of
going to start bird-watching agaii;
the new ( ? ) look—hum?
m six feet tall and the girls —it is a marvellous way to meet
le I am good looking. My men in a romantic atmosphere and
Danger—not for the timid! A
daring modified French Styled father has just given me a new they can't tell what you look like
ESTABLISHED IN 1894 WITH T H E FOLLOWING EDITORIAL
Cadillac
convertible, but the girls until the next day. It is fine for
bathing suit was displayed by
Unassuming yet mighty, sharf and fointed, well-rounded yet many
't go out with me. What shall the less attractive girls.
sided, assiduously tenacious, yet as gritty and energetic as its name
Elaine Keeley when she splashed!"
do?
Eager Beaver
imflies, victorious in single combat and therejore without a feer,
her way to the attention of mucho
Handsome
wonderjully attractive ancL extensive in circulation; all these will be
By Pancho Knott
This witty remark rewarded Ba- spectators at the water front last
Dear Eager Beaver:
Dear Handsome:
jound ufon investigation to be among the extraordinary qualities oj
week.
That
black
and
white
wool
byface with a stinging backhand
I fear you'll have to ask someSee Me!
the
Sandsfur.
CHAPTER VI
from the worthless South-Ameri- triped bathing suit with the—and
one who knows more about the
Deborah
can rummy, but Babyface stood his lend an ear to this, readers—lo
project. When you find out, let
Babyface Stands Fast
ground. "So you're working for clinging knee length skirt, rolled Dear Deborah:
me know—it sounds interesting.
Mr. Truman has done it, even though he seemed to be
up boldly, but fashionably to the
Deborah
I have a T shirt. What shall I
the cute but slightly Big Jon De Uresti, eh? Tell your
the only one who thought it possible.
cheap, scummy friends to quit hips. The strapless top added just do with it?
emaciated
young
killer,
lay
in
a
There were hard words expressed in the fervor of the
the right finishing touches.
hiding
and
step
up
in
the
light
so
Beautiful
but
Dumb
Dear Deborah:
election preliminaries, and the election was closer than any- coma for two weeks on the cockM a r c i a Mulhullan's w
What do you do when a boy
one could have guessed, but this must not be construed to roach infested floor of a dingy I can find out just who all I gotta crepe blouse simply dazzled the Dear Beautiful but Dumb:
never tells you where you are gomean that we are not behind him now- Harry Truman is Bowery flat to which he had been knock off in order to revenge this eyes, when the soft candle-light If you can fill it, wear it!
Deborah
ing or what you are going to do
no longer a rostrum thumping, speech-spieling candidate spirited after being brutally as- uncalled for abduction." At this at Robbies captured and reflect
I date ? I never know what to
subject to ridicule and political crossfire; he is the President saulted in Talton's Bar and Grill the rest of the boys in the room ed around the yoke and sleeves oJ Dear Deborah:
My man is an ex-G.I. and is alof the United States, and must be respected as such.
while on his way to seek Squint stepped forward into the glow of
the spotlight. "Well, well, well! the garment.
ways broke; at least for the latter
Exasperated
Talton's
aid
in
regaining
his
fabThis country is now staggering under a crushing national
Now for our current Rollins
debt, its resources have been severely diminished by the ulous empire of crime and vice This is undoubtedly the biggest formula: beloved, gwoid-tradition part of the month. For two weeks Dear Exasperated:
he loves me ardently, but for the
I suggest that you wear somelate war. Inflation is chopping at our roots, and the housing which was now in the hands of Big collection of garbage and scum I classics,
plus fresh point-of-view rest of the time I am dropped for thing suitable for what YOU want
situation is intolerable. This is what you have won on this Jon De Uresti, recently deported have ever seen," commented BaNamely—Catherine a girl with money and a car. What to do; from there on, you're boss.
side of the world and the other is infinitely worse off. Mr. from France for trying to scrap byface casually as he lit-up one accessories.
Dawson's
lemon yellow cotton with shall I do?
of
his
imported
Egyptian
stogeys,
Deborah
Truman, you have the porcupine right by the tail.
the Eifel Tower. When he finally
scalloped
skirt
and close-fitting
Jilted
The issues at stake are such that future political aspira- came to, Babyface opened his "Well—if it ain't Big Jon De UrDear Deborah:
tions must be thrust into the background by both parties. twinkling baby-blue eyes and esti's young punk brother, Tony, bodice with flattering little lines— Dear Jilted:
Politicians must become statesmen, forgetting about the quickly surveyed his surroundings. What are you doing in this coun- Cookie Swift's chocolate brown There is obviously nothing you I have 7 pair of horned rim
"next time" and concentrate upon making sure that there He found himself to be lying face try, you bushy-headed fugitive frock accented with an ever so can do about the G.I. bill, but for asses. What shall I do?
the G.I., if you want to keep him
Four-eyes
(Continued on Page 4)
is a next time.
downward on a dirty, vermin in- from a French reform school?"
ALL month, you'd better get a job
;ar Four-eyes:
The world is watching you, Harry Truman, for this globe fested floor. Next to him lay a Young Tony De Uresti stepped
so that you'll have some money—
Lose
them,
but
quick!
for
the
horrible
beating
that
he
of ours is lying right in your lap, with all its fuses sputter- dozen odd whiskey bottles which ] forward belligerently. "You
Deborah
Deborah
ing. You hold the snuffer, and we pray that you can catch had undoubtedly been used by his j pay for zat eensult, you stupeed knew would be delivered to him he never wiH.
at the hands of Moley Granberry
the short ones.
captors in an effort to revive the j peon,
and weasel Brain Meifert, the
sadistic young killer whose pet
Babyface
laughed'
fiendishly,
burnt-out, insane alcoholic.
passion was to cut his victims "And if it isn't Moley Granberry.
"Okay, Moley! Go to work on
CALENDAR
legs off and use .them as hockey- the biggest stooley in the business,
him!" Moley crept forward tosticks in friendly little encounters I see you're still traveling around
wards Babyface with an insane,
between his own boys and those of with
Weasel
Brain
Meifert,
Thursday, November 4
depraved smirk on his snake-like
rival mobs. The only light
Moley."
Weasel Brain Meifert.
Well record fans, your three
For your record collection, bet7:00-8:15—Tertulia—Casa Iberia.
lips and a huge cat-o-nine-tails
joint was coming from a huge one of the underworld's most
Friday, November 5
bull whip in his long, bony, mis- roving reporters are back again ter buy Will Bradley's new album.
spotlight which was directed
scummy and double-crossing verto
bring
.you
the
top
tunes
of
the
It
features all the oldies that wilH
7:30-10:30—Independent Women's Dance at Corrin Hall.
shapen hand. Moley raised the
Babyface's eyes. Babyface could min, grabbed for his rod, but was
Saturday, November 6
whip in a high, sweeping arc, and week. Here's what Rollins is ask- never die. Just listen to "Celery
barely discern shadowy forms clus- sent tumbling into the corner,
FOOTBALL GAME AT OHIO WESLEYAN.
brought it down upon the splendid- ing for this week at the Music Box. Stalks at Midnight" and you'll see
tered about the room, and every where he lay whimpering, by a
gang "races" up there for what I mean.
Sunday, November 7
ly-muscled back of the emaciated,
now and then he could hear low terrific bash on the skull at the
r records cause they've got
Can't forget you "Long Hair"
9:45 a.m.—Morning Meditations—Knowles Memorial Chapel.
beat-out
Babyface.
Babyface
mumbling and an occasional burst hands of Fluffy Balbiers and his
all. Let me predict the race fans, can I? This week it's a balMonday, November 8
forced an insane laugh of defiance
of profanity spewing forth from cast-iron tennis racket.
this week. To win, put your let. Just listen to the "Khatchatur8:00—Student Council and Sandspur meetings—Alumni House.
through his pain-racked lips.
the mouths of his captors. SudAt this point young Tony De Ur- Again and again the whip crashed
ey on "On a Show Boat to ian Masquerade" and you'll just
Tuesday, November 9
denly—action developed as Baby- esti stepped forward to Babyface
8:15—Opening of "The Butter and Egg Man"—Fred Stone Teater.
across Babyface's back, the small China", by Kay Kyser, featuring have to possess it—really a wonface was rolled over on his back, and spat out: "Babee-face—your
Wednesday, November 10
lead pellets on the ends of the Harry Babbot on the vocal. Give derful collectors item.
grabbed by his huge, protruding onlee chance to leeve thees place
Like a novelty now and then?
8:15—"Butter and Egg Man"—Fred Stone Theater.
tails ripping huge bloody gashes it a flip and you'll hear "In the
Adam's Apple, and lifted bodily to alive is by agreeing to get out of
Thursday, November 11
on the^ flesh. After Moley Gran- Market Place of Old Monterey". Pick up "Sarutan Yob" by the unfeet.
town and never try to muscle in berry, the depraved little stooley, It's a terrific double. To "show", a natural
seven. It's
unnatural
7:00—Tertulia—Casa Iberia.
So the sleeping beauty's finally on my brother, Beeg Jon."
had beaten Babyface for six hours close second, It's "Maybe You'll Be alright.
le around, e h ? " Babyface was
Every muscle in Babyface's without a rest, and the blond-hair- There", by Gordon Jenkins. It's
Well kids they're new—they're
Dr* Gallup
Dann-Rankin 'Stage Door" To Be Given
held tight in the grasp of Fluffy emaciated body tensed hugely: ed young fiend still had not agreed still at the head of the list and good—they're easy to listen to.
(Continued from page 1)
Balbiers, the cheap, two-bit, Chile- "Never, you young punk! You to get out of town, the boys went it's got plenty of life in it yet. Don't miss out, they're the records
Gets on the \Band Wagon
1 Torpedo .
can't rub me out. I'm too young into a huddle to decide upon some Now to "show", and moving up you'll want. Don't miss out on the
Even though he hadn't eaten in and much too good looking to die. new fiendish type of torture which fast is "Button and Bows", by Mac and Mac show at 11:45 over
Derek Dunn-Rankin
presented by the New York Theattwo weeks and was horribly emaci- I'm gonna get a new mob organould be sure to make our dashing, Dinah Shore. It's backed by "Dad- WHOO, eithe:i. They're Rollins
re Guild.
ated and in no condition to wise ized and run that sewer-rat of a
HAIL TO THE CHIEF
uel, young heart-breaking hero dy-O". Now there's a record with boys—let's back them. Look foi
Opening night has been set for off to the muscle-bound Chilean brother of yours back to Pig Alley
ack, and sneak ashamedly out of lots of zip. In the field you'll find us next week, same writers, same
For the past month I have pre- November 30, and the play will
parasite, Babyface's mouth curled where he belongs." With that wit- the New York Bowerj in utter de- Tommy Dorsey's "Until", "Just space, different records.
sented my views on why Harry S. until December 4.
For Now", by Frank Sinatra, and
in a cruel, vicious snarl as he said, ty remark our hero braced his feat.
Carol Gradsby
Truman should be elected to the
Students are reminded that they "Aw—your old man's banana plan- feet, stuck out his chin defiantly,
"Hair of Gold" by Gordon Mac
Jean Hogen
presidency. At this writing it is are entitled to free tickets on t
Rae.
tation."
pulled in his stomach, and waited ]
(continued next eek)
Marie Hodges
predicted and generally believed Students Association cards. Seats
that Thomas E. Dewey will be the will be available after November
next president, and as you read 10.
this column his electoral victory is
probably a certainty. On January International Relations
14, when the new president is
(Continued from page 1)
sworn in, I feel that it is our duty
as good American citizens to abide with a short message by the presby the majority vote and give ident urging all students who are
Thomas E. Dewey the unreserved •interested in International Relasupport of the nation—this does tions to join the organization and
not mean uncritical support, for participate in the many activities
as I see occasion to, I shall freely which are planned for the future.
criticize any of the new adminisIn later meetings, the club has
plans to present many well-known
tration's policies.
and interesting speakers. Also,
A hobby is something you go many more films on matters of ingoofy over to keep from going ternational importance will be
shown. Anyone desiring membernuts over things in general.
ship in the club is urged to contact either Fred Hartley, Joe PopPatronize Sandspur Advertisers. eck or Nan Van Zile.
eeks), ?2.50 for two

Editor of the Sandspur,
Dear Sir:
Who's .shoving us around ?
printers, the editors, or the writers ? I like my Sandspur if it
comes out on time; if it isn't a
cient history. Explanation pleas
Im McMenemy
Impatient and
n-vc McKiethan
disgruntled readei
hap McDonnell
•rtha McDonald

ere in the United States $1.50 i
13.00 for the full college yes

, paper. We sleep well at night,
too, fools that we are, until Monday arrives, with its frustrations
and hair-tearing.
The Orange Press has made a
contract with the Sandspur that
they will turn our paper out on
Thursday, provided that we comply with their deadlines on copy.
With the amount of late material
that has been coming in, they have
been forced to put other work "
the presses, throwing the 'Sp'
still further off schedule.
That's what we've been fighting,
and doggonit, we uns are about
ready for the needle.
We like to hear you making
noise; it means that we have your
interest, so keep it up. Maybe you'
be able to work yourselves into
such a froth over it that your copy
will come in on time. HMMMM?
ED.

Fashion Flickers

LOVE'S LABOR LOST

G)lle6iaie Digest
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Student Suffers

CAMPUS KEYHOLER
Pi Phi Patter
Frolicking a t the Sigma Nu
Hanger party Saturday nigiit was
Pi Plii Bobbie Rawlings with Harry Hegler . . . Carolyn Alfred
opened the Pi Phi season at the
Pelican for this fall, being "dragged" by Johnnie Fitzgerald for the
KA week-end. Also a t Daytona
were Ellie Caine and Gordon
Marks. The El Patio was the
scene of a double party for the
Phi Delts and their dates. A Hallowe'en party plus a celebration
of the formal announcement of
Van Louis McDaniel's^ engagement
to Bill Tucker was the occasion.
Present were Margy Mountcastle
with Allen Hutchinson, Margie
Sommer with Walter Tucker, and
of course, the honorees Van and
Bill . . . a gay time was had by
all! Also a t El Patio were Pat
Warren and Ed Swindle.

Sally Bradley,
Clyde Kelly and
Alys Oglesby, Punchy and Corky
Hall, Dub Palmer and Matilan
Thorns, Jupe and Ginger, Magnolia
and Cecil, Scotty Witherell and
Carol Posten, Sue and Paul Odom,
Lyle Chambers and Phyllis Portong, Happy and Bev Hansen, L.
D. Bochete, and Jack McCall.

Alpha Phi Phun
In spite of a race to see who
could steal and hide the most mattresses one night, the alley fleas
managed to keep things down to a
quiet roar this past week. And
whatta hectic week it's been . . .
basketball practice every night
with Cecil as rough 'n' tough coach
was intended to get us into shape,
and we we're all out of shape!
Then, of course, there are those
of us without muscles who have
spent our spare time in sewing
circles. Yes, the Alpha Phis will
Gamma Phi Gaddings
wear their own personalized pen/ The Gamma Phi house has been
nys in the intramural games this
buzzing with activity the past
year.
week. The real cause of this
Came the weekend and we were
usual excitement was the arrival
of Sylvia Verdin's sister, Ruth, ei off, but we didn't all go to the X
route to her new assignment at thi Club and Sigma Nu parties . . .
American Embassy in Belgrade Pat Van Sickle and Gus went to
Yugoslavia.
Sylvia entertained the Pelican with Ginny Gates (back
the Gamma Phis after Monday at Rollins for a few days) and
night's meeting with a coke party Norm Copeland.
HofP's car had a pretty strenuin Ruth's honor.
Harriet Kirby has been seen ous weekend too, for Sunday mornwandering over the campus with ing found it in the middle of the
a bloodthirsty look in her eye and horseshoe.

I n T ennis v^lass
CIc

This 'n' That
Marian Iberson gets our vote as
outstanding girl of the week. After
the first rat court last Monday
night, the center was screaming
with every song from "Don't send
my boy to Plorida" to "Deep in the
Heart of Texas", and she played
'em all for about two hours. Here's
to Marian and more sessions like
that in the center!
Congratulations to Dick Bates,
new freshman president who's
really got a job ahead of him with
the freshman show coming off before Christmas.
A pat on the back to the Chapel
a knife in her hand. Seems she
Staff for the Hallowe'en party
Phi Musings
wants donors for blood for her lab
The Phi Mu lime-light gal this Sunday night and to the talent who
technician course.
week is Norma Jean Thaggard for made up the floor show.
Pris Likely has found a sure her terrific performance on the
cure for the flu, but she's not sure footbaU field between halves of the
it will work on everybody.
Rollins-Presbyterian game. This
If practice means anything, the was her Rollins debut in this caGamma Phis should really look pacity, and we're all still cheergood on the hardwood, for they've ing for more. She "debuted" last
been spending every spare moment year in the Independent Show with
Last week the annual Hallowe'en
at the gym. Watch out for them! her dancing and no doubt you've
Social was held in a Palmetto
Monica Egan and Marge Reese seen her aquatic performances if
decked gymnasium with its usual
took off for Gainesville and the you spend much tirae down on the
horse show there. Carolyn Hughes lake front . . . in the day time, of
Strange groups of figures apand Pris Likely had as their guests course! We're wondering in what
this past week their respective way she'll display her versatility proached the gym as dance hour
drew near, some of them ethereal
parents.
next!
while others had a definite touch
Our pledges, Mary Delano and of subterranean regions about
Chi O Capers
Jan Chambers deserted our Jeanine Romer played hostess last them.
Dean Arthur Enyart led off the
campus this week-end for the Sig- Saturday afternoon to the house
ma Chi Derby at the University of mothers and several other guests grand march of what was to prove
Tennessee where she also took in at a bridge-tea held in the living a most convivial evening. Merriment and spirits built up as time
the Tennessee - North Carolina room of Fox.
In case you didn't notice, we did went on, as did trips to the punchfootball game.
Jean Cartwright went home to a little pre-Hallowe'en celebrating bowl.
Jacksonville and to Jerry for the in the "Bug" room of the Beanery
Thursday night. Decorations conA Bostonian sub-deb named
week-end.
sisted of black and orange crepe Brooks
Big question of the week . . .
paper and balloons, which were
Whose hobby was reading sex
Where is Bev Burkhart's matsupposed to represent "jack-o-lan- books
tress? Any information will gladterns"! Yep, we were all there,
Ensnared her a Cabot
ly be welcomed by Bev.
each with her own distinctive funWho looked like a rabbit
ny-face.
Then,
we
followed
each
AjOd deftly lived up to his looks.
X Club Excerpts
Yale Record
Saturday night found the X Club other home for a little singing and
going rustic with a picnic at Sigma Nu Run with refreshments
donated by betting Ed Motch. Talented Pete Dye added to the refined
atmosphere of the party with a
few renditions on his harmonica,
with and without hands! And the
most amazing thing didn't happen
. . . imagine an X Club party and
144 E. Park Ave.
no one tossed in the drink!
Clubbers and their dates were
Elmo's $2.00 AU-Weather Lotion
Pat and Harry, Harvard Cox and
Betty Rowland, Ed Motch and Nan
Special $1.00 plus tax
Brinkman, Bobby Riggs and Jean
Clarke. Joe Swicegood and Laura
King, Bobby Van Hoose and
Jeanne Hagan, Corky Scarborough
and Lib Latimore, Dick Pope and
Jackie Bullock, George Whidden
and Alice Snuth, Max Groulke and
Betty Mikkelson, Cherry Picker
and Cookie Swift, Fumbles and
REG. REAL ESTATE BROKER
Sally L a d d , Pete D y e and

Punch Passable at

Hailowe en D
<
uance

Irvine's

Winter Park Pharmacy

DON RIDDLE, JR.

FredStoneTheatre

W a x M useum

To Present «But-

By Derf Sregor

socializing with J. Byrd playing
"havoc" at the piano, and Nancy
Burgess just playing around.
Whatta noise!
Delta Chi Doings
The outfit is having a tough time
keeping away from the Lyman
Hall living room since the advent
of their new combination Westinghouse radio and phonograph. All
we need now are the records. Oh,
yes, we've got a coffee percolater,
too!
Last Saturday afternoon the
pledges beat the actives 14-13 in
touch football. The game was climaxed by a get-together at the
lodge, which had been "kindly"
cleaned by the pledges previous to
the game.

THREE

I
Pictured above is pert Norma
Jean Thaggard, Sophomore member of the Rollins family, who performs in the capacity of Drum
Majorette a t the Tar football
games. Norma Jean hails from
Fort Myers and is a member of
the Phi Mu Sorority. She appeared in the Independent Show last
year as a dancer.

OLD TIMER
MacCardell
Excitement ran a t a feverish
pitch last Tuesday; all day wild
cheers echoed around the campus,
and during the noon meal the cries
of the different political factions
resounded all around the Beanery.
After lunch, the whole college
went down to the gym for a rally,
at which the question of Wilson
or Hughes overshadowed everything else except Woman Suffrage.
That's right, this is Rollins 32
years ago, November, 1916, but the
active interest in external goings
on might be today.
Vigorous
campaign
speeches
were given to an eager, lively audience of students and faculty. So
lively, indeed, that the chairman
had a very difficult time keeping
order after each speech.
Sara Yancey ably defended
Woman Suffrage; Fred Hanna
spoke for Wilson, while the minority was voiced by Coach Royal.
Harold Hill, though supposedly an
Independent, gave a wonderful
speech for Wilson.
The following day, ballots were
passed out for a straw vote, the
results indicating that Wilson and
Suffrage were definitely in.

Twice a week, racquets in hand,
we drag ourselves to the courts—
we're taking- tennis for physical
ed.
Just after lunch, we have to get
ready for that exhausting class.
I invariably run from the Beanery
up to my room, slip into a charming white ensemble and sneak a
glance at my inviting bed. After
a morning of solid classes why
can't a guy get some rest? Why
this extra hour of misery to ruin
the whole afternoon?
Covering
the shamelessly tempting mattress
with a pile of books, I head for
the courts. In the middle of the
Horseshoe or on the steps of the
Center I suddenly realize that my
racquet's back in my room, so I
drag myself back to the cupboard
where the wooden weapon sits
staring a t me. I pull it down, rip
off the brace, which I throw at
my pillow and start off once more.
By now, there's no time to get a
coke at the Center, so I head
straight for the out-door classroom. The rest of the class is already there answering roll call, so
I fall in line and take my cue.
When it's time to "hit the clay"
our teacher rushes out on the court
frisking like a kitten. We, on the
other hand, pick up our heavy
crosses, fling them over our
shoulders and lumber out to our
various positions facing the net.
We "keep our eye on the ball",
''follow through", and "bend our
knees"—usually at the wrong time,
but we do them! And how! When
we do manage to hit the ball, it
either goes out over the fence or
through the net, due to our using
a Continental grip instead of a
Billy Budge, or because the second
finger wasn't locked around the
thumb. After chasing flying balls
and dead balls for an eternity, we
find that we still have a half hour
to go. The last half of the class
is devoted to foot work. We all
line up facing the net; at the command of "over, swing, back", we
run to the side of the court, swing
our racquets furiously, then dash
back to the middle line. Teacher
does the drill with us the first few
times, but then he stops, stretches
out in the shade, and counts; "over,
Swing, back".
The count gets
faster and faster until some of us
are going over on the "swing"
while others are swinging back
on the "over". . The period ends in
a melee, and I crawl back to the
dorm trying to forget that in only

ter and Egg Man«

"Hey, Bill, you feel like saying
anything clever this week?"
Beginning Tuesday night and
"Nah! I'm still picking the sandspurs out of my hide-and-go-seek." running through Thursday night,
Okay. Let's circle the squares November 9, 10, 11, Mr. D. Allen
—ready?"
will present the comedy hit of the
ONE FOR THE MONEY: You'll late twenties, "The Butter and Egg
go into fits, Gerald, over Ella's
It's Too Soon To Know—We're re- Man" by George Kaufman. The
viewing this record somewhat pre- cast will include some veterans of
maturely—it may be a shot in the the Rollins Players and also some
dark; but there's something about newcomers, both to Rollins and
the song that smells success—so the Pred Stone Theatre.
give it a whiff, with its alter ego,
In the leads: Bob Elman plays
I Can't Go On—when next you give
Mr. Jones, the Butter and Egg
the Music Box a whirl.
Man;
Joe Popeck portrays Mr.
TWO FOR THE SHOW: KhatchLehman, the Producer; Ellie Humaturian's Concerto Por Violin and
mel, Jane, a secretary to Mr. LehOrchestra on Mercury classics imman; Sunny Frew as Mary Marports the best we've heard of this
tin,., a faded actress; and Jan Olcomposer. Besides the incredible
sen, who plays the part of Fanny,
performance of David Oistrakh
Joe Lehman's wife. Put it all tobacked by the Russian State Symgether and the result is a fast
phony Orchestra, the album is
moving, side-splitting comedy of
blessed with full frequency range,
stage life, its ups and downs, in
and a tasteful cover—this rates an
the big city of New York.
"A" exhibit in our museum. Sir
The plot is one of the funniest
Thomas Beecham contributes the
final scenes of Richard Strauss's to come from the pen of George
Kaufman
before or since "The
Elektra in a new album at the Box
—to our knowledge it is the first Butter and Egg Man" hit Broadrecording to be made of this opera way and made the ticket scalpers
rich. With the cast agreeing that
over here.
the show is good, you can bet your
THREE TO GET READY; For
Student Association card they'll do
those of you who aren't familiar
their best to put on a class A perwith blues may we suggest a new
formance. Since this is the first
Victor album entitled Stormy Monstudent production of the Fred
day Blues which couples two of
Stone Theatre for the new seathe greatest exponents of the inson, a large turnout of the student
digo—Frank Sinatra's idol Billy
body is all that is needed to inEckstine and Earl Hines. Water
sure future high level entertainBoy, done in the best Paul Robeson
ment.
tradition, is exciting except for
Unlike "Our Town", "The Butthe tempo which is a bit too fast
for our liking. Somehow hits a ter and Egg Man" has some fine
nice groove and is Billy's through- looking scenery, with real doors
out. Jelly Jelly is on our mind, and windows. For added realism,
too, with Father Hines' impeccable the audience is treated to chairs
piano and Scoops Carey's alto that have cushions on them.
riding high, the other five sides of
the album are in the same artery
and equally satisfactual.
FOUR TO GO; Capitol has reissued Stan Kenton's Willow Weep
Por Me which is done up in an off
Beige by June Christy and smoothly up-tempoed to Kai Winding's
pert trombone. The reverse. Bongo
Riff, is a frame up for Bongo
Drummer Jack Constanza. Unfortunately the sax section sounds
like Ferde Grofe fell in the Grand

Canyon. Tsk, Tsk, Mr. Rugulo.
Six sides of Perdido JATP's
latest offering gives the bobbysoxers an opportunity to compare
the merits of Flip Phillips and
Illinois Jacquet and revel in Bill
Harris' satyrlike trombone—Howard McGhee blows up quite a hurricane too.
Can't sign off without something
by Billie Holliday. Hmm, Travelin' Light is as great as any of
them.
We're gone—
two days I have to go through the
Bill Barker and Jug Stang
e thing again.
Maitland, Florida

Box 119, RFD 1

Ward's Holiday Inn

Fairbanks Avenue Barber Shop
winter Park's Newest and Most Modern Shop
SPECIALIZING IN MEN AND WOMEN'S
HAIRCUTS

FULL COURSE STEAK AND CHICKEN DINNERS
Catering to Fraternity and Sorority Banquets
COCKTAIL LOUNGE — BAR
Sanford-Orlando Highway 17-92
An Atmosphere of Refinement
E. P. WARD
Owner-Manager

For Eeservations
Phone 9174-J, Winter Park

Closest to the Campus

The Pioneer Cleaners of Winter Park

UNIVERSAL CLEANERS

The outstanding

A Particular Place for Particular People
121 West P a r k Ave.

junior clothes you
love, by JUDY 'n JILL, exclusive

Phone 197

with us.

Free Parking on West Park Ave.

SAN JUAN HOTEL BLDG.

ORLANDO

Rollins Class of 1949
LOST: ONE ISO-page, yellowbound manuscript titled. "Tequila Territory.'

Will finder

450 Clarendon Ave.
Winter Park, Florida

Telephone 392-R

FREE

please notify Sam Burchers.

51,000
PEOPLE
CANT BE WRONG
liiir-R-Ques Prepared for
ROLLINS STUDENTS
Free of Charge

Roper*s Grill

Coion^
WINTER PARK - PHONE 4St I

CENTRAL FLORIDA'S
MOST BEAUTIFUL
THEATRE
AIR CONDITIONED
FOR YOUR COMFORT

NOW THRU SATURDAY
KI* A T T A C K : A n e w e r n of viol'
id 41• f tninirKfer o n t h e 1luoNe! Here*!i
iut<>r-iit1aok w h e r e Imrt- a n d o r d e r
KICH.
>1ARK S T E V K X S

"THE STREET WITH NO NAME"

FREE

1 5"x7" ENLARGEMENT
with each roll of film developed and
printed during the next month.
WINTER PARK PHARMACY
AND

REXALL DRUG STORE

Handicraft Studio
211 E. Welbourne A v e .
Bernats & Minerva Yarns
New Argyle Paks—
Argyle Sock Book
Nylon Yarns
ELIZABETH S. BAYLES

SUNDAY - MONDAY
n Grent nay for ihe Irish
n (;rent naj for LiHiKhlnE

TUESDAY - WEDNESDAY

COURTESY

Rollins College
OR

YOUR FRATERNITY
CRESTS IN CORRECT COLORS
Fired on for Lasting Utility
ON
Handled Mugs — Pottery and Crystal
Smoker's Accessories
Glassware in Popular Sizes
Muddlers, Stirrers & Coasters
We have hundreds of carefully selected GIFTS which are
usually found in metropolitan stores. You are welcome to
brouse—we make no charge for gift wrapping and shipments
are made all over the world.

CARDINAL PHOTO FINISHERS
"The SIGN OF THE RAM"
"The LUCK of the IRISH"
Co-Slnrrlnir

15 N. Parramore Ave.
ORLANDO, FLORIDA

O R L A N D O
1115 East Colonial Drive

Near the Vogue Theatr(
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Kappa Alpha Wins Over
Lambda Chi in Thriller
Last Friday, when the KAs
eeked out a hairline 7-6 triumph
over the previously
unbeaten
Lambda Chis, the Sandspur Bowl
was a sight of one of the goriest,
pile drivingest intramural grid
classics ever witnessed.
Lambda Chi electrified
the
large crowd of the year early in
the initial session ofthe struggle
by drawing first blood on a 20
yard push. The conversion tried
was ruled incomplete when one
of the officials didn't have his
sights on the play. So it was
Lambda 6-0.
KA was not to be denied, however, as it rocked back in the waning seconds of the first half to
dent the Lambda Chi goal line for
the first time this year. On a
questionable first down call, KA
took possession and drove to the
Lambda Chi doorstep. Two tries
from the line missed, but the third
play saw Buddy Behrens swallow

a pass from the two yard line to
knot the game. Klinefelter converted and as the half ended the
score stood 7-6.
In the second half, according to
Dean Enyart, both cohorts played
the most inspiring ball ever displayed in the annals of Roll
fiery intramural spectacle. It
looked like it was all over for the
Lambda Chis early in the period
when the KAs ran down to the Ch
20 but a Cobb interception squashed that threat. Then Lambda started rolling. Going from their owr
20 three plays carried the pigskin to the KA 3 yard line, Sisson
hit Brakefield with a pass over
goal line but Big Charlie let the
pellet slip through his awaiting
paws. On the very next play Sisson whipped one straight over to
McMenemy but the ball bounded
out of Jim's mitts and it was curtains for the Lambdas.
Ralph Seidel

just thinkin*

Burchers Sparkles
as Delta Chi Wins

By Dave McKeithan
Here's hoping that pent up
ergy t h a t was exploded in the
Harper-Shepard locker rooms over
last week's Sandspur article on
the football team can be put to
good use Saturday against Ohio
Wesleyan. After all, I think that's
what McMenemy intended it for.
By way of passing the Rollins
Junior Varsity will play a benefit
game with the Orlando Ramblers,
the kitty going to help the newly
founded Rollins band.
Here's a note on Baseball. Rollins will play Georgia Tech and
perhaps Duke next spring. If we
have the brand of ball playing,
that we had last year, we ought
to look pretty good in that company.
I understand that that KALambda Chi game last Friday was
a honey . . . biggest crowd in
years.
Looks as though this pen's run
dry . . . see you next week.
A little powder,
A little paint,
Makes a lady what she ain't.
So if shiny nose you see
It's because she's looking nat.rally.

S, E, Posts Outlook on
College Football is Dim
Seventy-five years ago Andrew
Dickson White, issued this statement to his students in regard to
a proposed football game, "I will
not permit thirty men to travel
four hundred miles merely to agitate a bag of wind." A few thoughtful citizens are sometimes assailed
by the suspicion that perhaps he
came close to putting a just value
on college football.
. . . For more than ten years
every literate American has known
that college football stars are
paid for their services either by
the college itself or by alumni
groups.

COEDS IN SPORTS

KAPPIIS
E
The girls intramural sports
season commenced Monday after^
noon with the playing of two peppy basketball games. The freshmen conquered the Chi Omegas
in the first game by a score oJ
25 to 14. The action was practi
cally at a deadlock until the third
quarted when the "frosh" nosed
ahead, making numerous substi
tutions in players. The Chi O'S,
meanwhile, maintained their original five, fighting along. Both
teams displayed excellent ^ o r t s manship, and the onlookers vigorously applauded it all.
The freshmen victors were; Hobart, Apgar, Swift, Matthews, Garrettson and Kelly. Representing
Chi Omega were Williams, Hendricks, Butler, Kaas, Chambers,
and Schmidt.
The second battle was waged by
the Kappas and Pi Phis. The Kappas emerged victorious—38-23. Unfortunately for the Pi Phi's, their
formidable opponents kept well
ahead throughout the game—at the
half by 16-5; the final verdict
being 26-15. Few substitutions
were called by either side, and
only three time-outs were requested. With the exception of a few
faults here and there, the game
went off smoothly.

FOR FAST PLAY
Tennis Rover or Lace-tothe-Toe Champion

LAST A\EEkS RHM L I S
Lambda ( hi
X Club

J3
2")
32

game but a yardstick by which
their school is judged. No
believes that we can turn the clock
back to the days of Pres. White but
it does seem odd that the very
institutions that are supposed
instruct our young—to teach thi
integrity of thought—should lend
their names and their resourses
to the kind of chicanery that seems
to go with the Saturday afternoon
agitation of a bag of wind.
From the Saturday Evening PostTSK, TSK.
C h a p e l Staff

R. C. BAKER

202 Park Ave,S.

THOSE PECAN WAFFLES AT

Warren*s Waffle Shop
ARE SWELL

(Continued from page 1)
ion Iberson, and a Virginia
Reel called in the authentic style
by Seet Justice and Bob Smathers.
Here's a reminder: Don't forget
the remaining Chapel Staff dances
. the center every other Sunday
ght from now on.

On Highway 17 & 192 Five Miles North of
Rollins College

deferred pledging, by deferred
initiation or by deprivation of social privileges. So you see, it's
pretty important for you new
girls not to risk, by your actions,
hurting a group you like.

MECHANICAL WORK
FRAME AND FRONT END ALIGNMENT

FLICKERS

TOPS — UPHOLSTERING
SEAT COVERS
—
PAINTING

STATE AUTO BODY WORKS
WINTER PARK

Southern tournament, which includes the nine states south of
the border. A year ago Marta
Barnett defeated her in a long
three set match. Last June in the
Southern at Memphis, Baba Lewis
defeated Jean in a highly contested
three hour match, 7-5, 6-4. Jean
thinks this was the best match
that she has ever played, ev^en
though she didn't win, for every
point entailed lengthy and steady
rallies.
Although Jean has not
the complete Eastern grass court
tennis circuit, she has competed
in the national juniors, in the Eastern grass court, and in the nationals at Forest Hills. Jean was ranked number 16 in '44 and number
11 in '45, in the national juniors.
In the intercollegiates in '47, she
rtSached the semi-ifinals of the
douBles. At forest Hills in '47,
Jean's first attempt in the nationals, she unfortunately met this
year's champion, Margaret Osborne DuPont in the stadium in a
first round match.
As for next year's plans after
graduation, Jean plans to play
more tennis and to continue school.
Next summer she hopes to play at
the Southern tournament then
make the Western tournment tour
followed by playing in the Eastern
grass court circuit. Next fall it's
Southern Cal here I come for a
Masters Degree in Physical Education.

XCIubShoWsForm
Defeating Sig. Nu
Harvard Cox's tired old men
didn't look so tired last Thursday as they swept by the KA conquering Sigma Nus 13 to 0. Both
teams played listlessly throughout the first half and it appeared
that there was going to be a scoreless ball game on tap, but in the
second half the Club poured on
the heat, with Van Hoose, Cecil,
t h a t is, and Lyle Chambers taking
passes from Harvard Cox for the
two ^counters. This victory threw
the X Club into a tie with the
Lambda Chis and KAs for first
place. This race is like the story
of the 10 little Indians for on
Wednesday when Lambda Chi
plays X Club the watchword will
be . . . and then there were two
. . . this was a pun that Mac and
Mac had left over.

Johnson Tai
(Continued from page 1)

of the Chinese people when America decided to rear Japan by rebuilding her industries. He wishes
that the time and effort
pended in Japan could have been
granted to China, which was c
fi ally in the last war. For the futi
SiKma Nu
Delta Chi
safety of the world he
Independent
that Japan never again be given
ability to start a war again.
I'll be seeing you—you all, that
Mr. Tai will be pleased to answer all questions addressed to
Au Revoir
him at Rollins College.
Milton Schwartz
Bev Hanson

(Continued frbm page 2)
cute little white bolero jacket.
They say yellow makes the heart
grow fonder and one wouldn't
wonder—when they viewed Elsie
Shaw in her adorable yellow and
black silk print dress. The scooped
up side drape caused even the
dungaree wearers to change their
minds on style.

Tars Play Ohio Wesleyan
Saturday Afternoon at 2

SIGMA NU'S
LOSE 6-0 TO
OELIHHIS
The Delta Chis provided the biggest upset of the year on Monday
afternoon when they beat the Sigma Nus by 6 to 0. The game ended
in a scoreless tie and the Delta
Chis got their lone marker on the
last play of the five minute extra
time period. The play itself was
a beauty; a long pass from Dave
Larson to Kelly Emery who was
standing all alone in the corner
of the end zone.
The Sigma Nus threatened as
soon as the game began but the
solid Delta Chi defense held them
off. Dave Larson & Co. also could
not get moving with their passing
attack so the first half was largely a defensive game with Sisson
starring for Sigma Nu and Sa
Burchers playing his usual fii
game for the victors.
The second half was really
thrilling. Again the Sigma Nus
threatened and in the closing minutes of the game, they actually
had a first down on the Delta Chi
two-foot line. However, they were
again beaten off and at the beginning of the extra period they had
to kick off.
The ball changed
hands three times during these
last five minutes and after a long
pass from Larson to Preu the
touchdown play was set up.
Bill Goldrick

Thundering Heard
(Continued from page 2)
any way, but when we
are endowed with a blessing it is
so easy to forget that those we
t^ach lack our experience and
knowledge, that they are younger
and more foolish. Yes, a lot more
foolish. But I guess all work still
makes Jack a dull boy.
I am not claiming to be a philosopher or a person of wisdom but
I do know the story of the straw
that broke the camel's back. And
fellas you have been piling it on.
Let's stick to the book. (Catalog).
A few of us are confused. No conference system, no lecture system,
know nothing. Let's convert to
something, instead of all outside
reading.
Unhappy students lack school
spirit, and they won't study. Nothing you do will make them study

A determined band of twentyfive Rollins Tars will entrain this
afternoon at 2:05 for their intersectional football game with the
Ohio Wesleyan's Battling Bishops
that will be played Saturday afternoon at Delaware, Ohio.
For the Tars, who have lost their
last three starts, this game means
more to the Tars than just a victory—it means they have a chance
to prove to themselves as well as
to the rest of the Rollins Family
t h a t we really do have a good footbaU team that has its off nights.
Rollins will be facing a strong
foe in Ohio Wesleyan, single-wing
attack with an unbalanced line.
They're tig, their backs are fast,
have won four out of their five
games, the lone loss being the
first game of the season when
they dropped a close contest to
Baldwin-Wallace.
Although the Tars will not be
in tip-top shape due to a number
of injuries that have plagued the
team during the last week of practice, I think that they will win this
one by a very close score.

Inter - Collesiate
News Hishlights
Do you hate rainy weather? At
least our rainy season is over for
awhile. Tampa U. students of
psychology just loved their "ducky"
weather.
It was rumored that
knowing how to swim was a handy
art. Walking to a psychology
class was done in a nice large puddle of water. Next semester they
are all hoping to have ferry service or a sidewalk out of water.
What would you name a soda
shop ? Miami U. students want
the name to be Slop Shop. Some
of the other popular names were
Campus
Breeze,
Jersey
Bar,
Greasy Spoon, and Shmoo Bar.
Sounds like the Lil' Abner comic
strip has been influencing Miami
with more Shmoo.
The students at Alabama College wanted to know to whom the
pecans that fell from the trees belonged. The answer was to the
students. They are to be consumed
campus by students only, not
harvested by non-college people.
The pecans in the streets are also
for students only, but should not
be collected and sent home.
unless there is ORGANIZATION.
The students need a shot in the
arm, and you're the doctor,
ere's for a better Rollins,

Your Dry Cleaning
Will Receive Expert Care by Us
We have just employed an expert spotter—Graduate
of National Dry Cleaners Institute
WE DO BERLOU GUARANTEED MOTHPROOFING — GUARANTEED FOR FIVE YEARS

GREETINGS

Tavl
ayior
store Phone 603
Quality
—
102 N. Park Ave.

s

Ph armacy
Service

—

Motor Delivery
Courtesy
Winter Park, Fla.

EXPERT AUTOMOTIVE

Reliable Cleaners. Inc.
140 W. Fairbanks
ONE BLOCK FROM COLLEGE
(Between A & P

and Piggly Wiggly Stores)

SERVICE

THE MUSIC BOX

Dean Cleveland Explains
(Continued Irom page 1)

1280 ORANGE AVE.

One of the South's most outstanding and promising tennis
players is Jean Clarke from Birmingham, Alabama. Jean is a senior
here this year and after three
years at RoUins we can truly see
the prestige her tennis has given
to Rollins and to herself.
Tennis has always been Jean's
main objective since age twelve
when her tennis interest began.
Nine years of continual practice
is lots of tennis, and with tournament experience of five years Jean
is well on her way to tennis fame.
The Southern tournaments have
interested Jean mostly, for every
summer she carries homeward
from the Southern tournaments
a new collection of trophies. Jean's
singles titles in the South include:
the Tennessee State Championship in '43, and '44; the Southern
Junior Championship in '43, and
'44, and the Cotton States Championship in '47. As for doubles she
holds the Alabama title for '43,
and '44, the Georgia title for '46,
the Tennessee title for '43, and
'44, the Cotton States title for '47,
and the Southern doubles title for
.'47, and '48. Jean has won or reached the finals in every important
Southern tournament within the
last five years.
At present Jean ranks number
four in the South after the three
top Southern players, Doris Hart,
Betty Hulbert James, and Marta
Barnett. For the past two years
1 has gained the finals of the

Sparkplugged by some eager
freshmen, the Delta Chis beat the
Independents for their first victory
of the season by the overwhelming
score of 25 to 7.
In the opening minutes of the
game Freshman Dick Preu intercepted an Independent pass to set
up a score. Bill Goldrick had the
honor of scoring the first TD of
the year for the Delta Chis. Dave
Larson finally came through with
a good day by completing almost
every pass he attempted.
The
whole team was full of spirit and
certainly in the future the young
sters will help a lot.
The Independents, however, led
hy aggressive Les Boyd, were able
to break up the Delta Chi defense
for a lone touchdown.
ne Delta Chi drive that
most impressive was set up when
the Independents were deep
enemy territory knocking at the
goal. Dick Preu pame out of
where to intercept a perfect pass.
When DC took over big Sam Burchers came into the ball game and
was ready for action. With time
running out the boys wanted
r score so Dave Larson called
Critical moment in the Delta Chi-Independent game as Madman
for a long pass. Sure enough it
completed to rambling Sani McKinney strains for a pass about to be knocked down by an unidentified, but nonetheless eager Delta Chi. Hunky Horsch and Biceps Burfor the final TD of the afternoon, chers are shown closing in for the kill.
Ralph F. Seidel
INTRAMURAL TOUCH FOOTBALL STANDINGS
. . . For more than twenty years,
INCLUDING THE NOV. I'st G AME
at least fifty college football facLOST
WON
TIE D
tories have been far more deeply
1
0
involved 'in stlaging commercial
3
1
0
entertainment than most Broad- X Club
2
0
3
way promoters.
0
3
2
. . . For almost as long, college X Club
0
2
3
officials have tacitly admitted that Delta ( hi
0
2
3
football coaches are hired—not to
0
0
5
"build character" but to win foot- Independents
0
4
1
ball games. In the last few years
a good many coaches have demonstrated that they understand
this cynical philosophy. They have
learned to ignore their contracts
with the institutions that serve
whenever a better offer comes
along.
In the eyes of alumni and students alike football is no longer
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SANDSPUR

Specializing in Complete Motor Tune

(opposite the campus)
"DEDICATED TO YOUR LISTENING PLEASURE"

Dallas Bower
College Garage

Florida's widest selection of phonograph records
. . . at your doorstep.

THE MUSIC BOX
RADIOS - PHONOGRAPHS - RECORDS - MUSIC

Phone 115

